FOREWORD AND DISCLAIMER
This slide deck is meant to raise the interest to invest

The business description, the expansion plans, the

in TWC Holding, a privately owned company, to

financial projections and the required funding are

finance its ambitious global buy & build strategy of

indicative and still under construction and therefore

its online marketing and digital transformation

offer no guarantee.

business branded as RIFF.

The investors aimed for are professional investment

A more comprehensive overview of the business and

funds that ideally share management future vision

the investment opportunity will be made available to

and have the financial capacity and intent to invest

genuine interested parties. Eventually prospective

for the longer term allowing the company to realize

investors will have to complete their own due

its ambitions.

diligence investigations as well.
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VISION
Today, people are connected with one click and gone with that one click too. Every
company, in every sector, locally or internationally, will digitally transform the coming years.
This brings a fundamental change in client interaction, business models and operational
processes. These are replaced by a data driven approach of today’s digitalized society.
It demands more service and customer-centric digital approach. To keep these changes
human, companies will need services of digital specialists.

To become the preferred full-service provider of choice for SME and LMNC clients, we
realize their digital transformation, and help them move towards the future.
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MISSION
RIFF ensures that everything comes together in a digital customer journey.
Functionality, brand and customer. “We make it click“.

ENSURE SUSTAINABLE EARNINGS

▪ Gain market share through digital transition projects (digital content and implementation
services)

▪ Engage with clients to ensure recurring business (digital marketing, web care, subscription
and license business)

▪ Ensure efficiency by streamlining processes and through project management and
automation

▪ Aim for high-growth markets in South East Asia (APAC)
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FACTS & FIGURES
300+ Employees | 4 offices | The Netherlands & South East Asia
▪ The combined forces of leading parties in content, marketing, technology and
online customer engagement.

▪ Our digital marketing history dates back to 1999.
▪ Development and test teams are all located in The Netherlands.
▪ Over 40 employees that operate the Asian market from Singapore and Jakarta.
▪ We make digital communication human with our own webinar studio,
eye-tracking lab and omnichannel customer care center.
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WHY DO COMPANIES CHOOSE RIFF
The entire customer journey

Pragmatic approach

Partnerships

RIFF understands the entire

Our employees are practical

RIFF is officially partner of all

customer journey of your

and proactive. Based on a solid

the major players that

customers. From purchase to after-

strategy we will quickly take

determine the digital landscape.

sales. From marketing to following

all the necessary steps and

up on inquiries on social media.

actions. We understand like

A unique proposition among all

no-one else that your

digital agencies.

organization must directly
benefit from our work.
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This way you will always be

among the first to have access
to all new technologies and
applications.

WE ARE HELPING THESE BRANDS
WITH THEIR DIGITAL CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Food
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Consumer
goods

Finance &
insurances

Travelling
& leisure

Automotive
& transport

B2B

RIFF HAS ACHIEVED A UNIQUE SERVICE
PORTFOLIO
DIGITAL MARKETING
RIFF provides successful search engine
marketing,
digital marketing, digital advertising and
content marketing.
We create and deliver catchy content:
refreshing content creation, effective
conversion concepts and
omnichannel campaigns
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DIGITAL CUSTOMER
CARE &
AIRPORT SERVICES

INTEGRATED
SOLUTIONS
&
SERVICES

We continuously nurture, improve and
enrich relationships.
RIFF offers empathic online engagement
for
customer contact services and
commerce
with a omni-channel approach

RIFF MODEL & SERVICES
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RIFF GROWTH STRATEGY
RIFF’s growth is based on a ‘buy and build’ strategy focusing on 3 pillars:

1. Expanding into key markets of EMEA (Belgium, Germany, France, Eastern Europe,
Scandinavia) as well as SE Asia (Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines,
Vietnam).

2. Expanding through acquiring technology providers, expanding & scaling up their business
into other markets

3. Changing its earnings model from the original ‘hourly driven revenues’ into ‘SAAS based
subscriptions’, ‘price per customer’ (i.e. Schiphol) and ‘Sales return pricing’ based on NPS (Net
Promoter Score)
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KEY INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS

RIFF has a unique proven proposition to help its clients to be digital but human:

▪
▪
▪

Engaging/connecting with clients and their customer-relations digitally but human
Building on-line structures (websites and shops, communication portals, etc.)
Boosting traffic through effective on-line marketing & communication

RIFF has the perfect timing to transfer its expertise and track record to the “exploding” digital
markets in APAC
RIFF has committed partners like Google, SalesForce, Sprinklr, ensuring the best support one
would wish to succeed
RIFF has a capable experienced team
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SCHIPHOL CHOOSES RIFF AS THEIR NEW PARTNER
FOR CUSTOMER CONTACT JUNE 2018

CEO RIFF

Director Airport
Operations Schiphol

•
•
•
•
•
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Tender in June 2018, Start in December 2018,
Full service in April 2019
Contract 4 Years + 4 more Years
Airports NL: Amsterdam, Eindhoven & Lelystad
70 FTE
Daily around 25 seats / 8 video chats stations

RIFF AIRPORT & TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
PRODUCTS
▪

Customer Omni Channel Services

▪

Increase on- & offline sales

▪

WeChat and WhatsApp solutions

▪

Digital Marketing

▪

Specific and General Campaigns

▪

Digital Airport Platform

▪

iLost – Lost and Found platform

▪

AI and Automation

▪

Intelligent Automatic

Partners
CRM Solutions

Digital Customer Service & Sales
Cloud Telephony

Lost & Found
Digital Airport Platform

AI Voice technology
VideoCall

AI & Automation

Announcement Systems
▪

Self Service Units (Prestop)
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SSU

WeChat & WhatsApp

CASES
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ROYAL SCHIPHOL AIRPORT
The Challenge:

▪

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol is the main international airport in the Netherlands. It’s one of the busiest
airports in the world, and Europe’s third-largest airport in terms of passenger count. RIFF is responsible for
all traveler, virtual, on-airport and digital customer services. Major transit hub: 76 million passengers a
year; €1.5 billion revenue. Traditional Service Mix; 1 mio customer interactions a year. Internal silos /
fragmentation hindering CX. Negative trend in customer satisfaction and ASQ ranking. 104 airlines, 326
direct destinations, 369 outlets.

What RIFF did and does:

▪

Several operational and cultural changes were necessary to support our vision. We concluded that the
operational organization needed to migrate from pursuing only operational excellence to a more

2018
Start contract

+4M
Generated
revenue

customer- driven organization. We found the transition to a customer-oriented organization to be
necessary given the stakeholders’ expectations. Passengers have their own preferences as to how they
communicate and find information. No matter why, where or how airports come into contact with
passengers, tone-of-voice and content must always be aligned. RIFF uses one digital platform to handle
all customer contact, with one approach and one team. Passengers can be sure that they will engage
with an employee who can reach out to them through all contact channels and is assisted by all relevant
information.
Each individual employee uses all contact channels, knows the tone-of-voice of the airport and has easy
access to the correct content.
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70 FTE
2019

PHILIPS
The Challenge:

▪

Philips, a leading international brand for medical and home appliances, wanted to connect to their
customers via Social Media platforms 24/7 in over 80 countries. A new team needed to be created to answer
questions day and night and provide consumers with quick responses. More importantly, they didn’t just
have to be quick but also correct, professional and human. Insights from the online conversations needed to
be used to create actionable reports and feedback to improve products, processes and campaigns. To put
this request into practice, an intensive collaboration needed to be set up between Philips and RIFF.

2014
Start contract

What RIFF did and does:

▪

RIFF implemented a 24/7 operation of 20 FTE to support Philips in engaging with their consumers. The RIFF
specialists engage with consumers that express brand mentioning’s and specific feedback or reviews on
social media around products or services of Philips. These consumers provided with relevant tailored
presales information or with solutions to their product issues in a professional and human way through the

+ 2,3 M
Generated
revenue

various social media channels including review or branding platforms and also through a Philips customer
care app. RIFF generates detailed analysis and reports to help Philips improve processes, products and
campaigns.
What RIFF achieved:

▪

A seamless consumer experience as demanded covering > 80 different countries, at the required Custom
Social Quality Grid based on Philips 8 consumer needs and extended to 4 teams covering global and local
support. The analysis reports of the engagement team are used by senior management and even read on
CEO level. Quote: “Together with RIFF we are continuously improving our social media operation. As our

digital innovation partner, they keep challenging and encouraging us to evolve in the vibrant world of social.”
BE DIGITAL, STAY HUMAN
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30 new
products

MCDONALD'S
The Challenge
McDonald’s wants further expand further in its social channels: wider the
opening times with more flexibility. A complicating factor here is that
engagement can take place at four levels from McDonald’s: from the brand,
from McDonald's the Netherlands and, when serving the products, from
both franchisees and branches.
What RIFF did and does
The RIFF team knows how to answer creatively on social listening into
opportunities. It also protects McDonald's reputation by monitoring topics
that could damage its reputation. A short line with McDonald’s
headquarters prevents and limits serious damage to the brand. RIFF
employees have new products in the McDonald’s range. In this way they
better understand why McFans search for McDonald’s on social media for
both complaints and compliments.

1900

creative messages send
(5% van total send volume)
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+30%

Positive sentiment
evolution calls

94%

Reactions given within
1 hour

2017
Start contract

+0,4 M
Generated
revenue

ARLA
The Challenge:

▪

Arla Foods is a well known and an established brand in Europe. From its headquarter in Denmark it grew to
the no. 1 organic dairy producer and the 4th largest dairy producer globally. However, the main business is still

coming from Europe. With an ambitious target in the Southeast Asia (SEA) market Arla was in need of a smart
and therefore digital approach to challenge the market. Most importantly, the setup from Arla SEA had to be
followed; Arla in SEA has its regional headquarters in Kuala Lumpur from where the regional strategy is rolled
out into the individual countries.
What RIFF did and does:

2018
Start contract

Digital Technology

□

RIFF creates individual websites for all individual countries, starting in Philippines,
Singapore & Indonesia

Digital Content

□

RIFF creates the local content for the individual countries to be shared on the website and social media

Digital Marketing

□

RIFF takes care of all advertising campaigns and provides ongoing SEO, SEM, and CRO services

Digital Engagement

□

RIFF uses a centralized digital engagement center in Jakarta to cover the SEA day time and evening
hours whereas RIFF Netherlands will cover the ‘night shift’

What RIFF achieved:

▪

We delivered a strategy that exactly matched the goal from Arla: A regional setup from Arla’s Kuala Lumpur
office from where we have a centralized digital toolbox and standard way of working where the local markets
can benefit from. From here we can scale up to, amongst others; Malaysia, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Japan, South
Korea, Hong Kong and the EMEA market.
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+ 0,7 M
Expected revenue

THE CRITERIA ON WHICH THE ACQUISITION
CANDIDATES ARE JUDGED
Strategic criteria:
◼ Service & Technology portfolio
Does it fill in a key strategic gap in the service/
technology portfolio map and strengthen our
full service position?
◼ Recurring business
Does it provide recurrent/subscription based
business?
◼ Size and scalability
Does it bring the potential for size and
scalability?
◼ APAC
Does it bring additional presence or clients in
APAC?
◼ Google
Does it grow our Google Ad spend portfolio?
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Generic criteria:
◼ Cross sales and cost synergies
Does it bring opportunities for cross-sales
and other synergies?
◼ People skills
Does it bring scarce people-skills?
◼ Cultural fit
Is there a strong cultural fit?
◼ Profitability
What is the potential for sustainable
profitability?
◼ Good business case
Expected IRR > 20%

MANAGEMENT TEAM

TOBIAS WALRAVEN RM

BERT VAN DER SCHELDE

Tobias Walraven has a long track record as a
successful entrepreneur and hands-on
corporate business builder in the
communication service industry. After
founding SNT in 1985, one of the first true CRM
outsourcing companies, he doubled the size
each year and realized a successful IPO in early
2000. With the buy & build that followed, he
managed to develop the company into a
leading European player with more than
€550M revenues in 2004. Since then, through
his involvement with several innovative CRM
start-ups and his own ventures, he has
remained constantly aware of the latest
developments in the sector. This allows him to
bring together the right skilled people and
relevant state of the art businesses to create
RIFF.

Bert van der Schelde can be described
as a hands-on, experienced CFO, who operates
where Finance, IT and Commerce come
together in high pace environments. He was
successful in bringing Mendix, the high growth
global software company, to the next level of
maturity. Prior to this success at Mendix, as
CFO of Logica Plc’s, he transformed the
company’s $ 1.5B outsourcing business from
individual local businesses to a global
outsourcing business with operational delivery
centers in India, The Philippines, Morocco and
Eastern-Europe. Through various ﬁnance
director functions in large and scale-up
companies and service oriented organizations
including his Finance Director and CFO roles at
Boskalis Westminster and Logica Plc., Bert has
built up a strong international experience in all
aspects of ﬁnance.

DON’T BUILD LINKS,
BUILD RELATIONSHIP

IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE
UNTIL IT’S DONE

E

E BERT.VAN.DER.SCHELDE@RIFFONLINE.COM

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

TOBIAS.WALRAVEN@RIFFONLINE.COM

M +31 6 533 807 29
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

M +31 6 832 295 55

OFFICES
THE NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam

+31 (0)88 - 3450300

’s Hertogenbosch

+31 (0)73 - 6487070

HQ EMEA

SINGAPORE
JAKARTA

CONTACT
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HQ APAC

Singapore

Jakarta

+65

- 65506314

+62 (0)21 - 30436000

